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IKHWAN AS-SAFA AND THEIR RASJIL
A Critical Review of a Century and a Half of Research

 

A. L. TIBAWI

I

 

HE subject of Ikhwan as-Safa' has not ceased to engagethe atten.
tion of scholars in the East and West since the awakeningofinterest
in the preservation, publication, and studyof the surviving Arabic

manuscript. Butin spite of all efforts thefield is still bristling with a number
of question-marks and interspersed with unexplored corners. Therefore
a critical review of the most important studies coupled with suggestions
as to what aspects deserve re-examination orfresh exploration maybeof
service to future students. This paper is an attempt to do both.
There is perhaps no need to examine the early attempts by Pococke,

d’Herbelot, Casiri, Uri, Nicoll, de Sacy, Nauwerk, and Dozy.Allofthese,
valuable in their time, have been superseded by the more detailed and
substantial contributions of Sprenger, Fliigel, and Dieterici, which were
based on all the Ras@il, except the one entitled al-Fami‘a, and also on new
historical evidence unavailable to their predecessors. It is essential, how-
ever, to relate the efforts of European scholars to the early attempts to
make knownthe original text of the Rasa’il or parts of it by native scholars.
For in 1810 Ikram ‘Ali published in Calcutta, underthetitle of Ikhwanu-
s-$afa, a Hindustanitranslation ofa fragmentofthe allegorical controversy
between Manand Animals which, though only a partofonetract, forms a
complete subject by itself. In 1812 the same fragment was published in
Arabic also in Calcutta by Shaikh Ahmad b. Muhammad Shurwan,al-
Yamani (Yumunee), under the title of tuoi! Olas! din, with a short
English preface by T. T. Thomason.?

I acknowledge with gratitude Professor A. S.
Tritton’s kindness in reading this paper and suggest-
ing certain emendations.

* There is no agreed translation of this term into
English; ‘the Brethren of Purity’, ‘the Brethren of
Sincerity’, ‘the Pure Brethren’, and ‘the Sincere
Brethren’ are the main common renderings; cf.
H. A. R. Gibb, Arabic Literature (O.U.P., 1926),

p. 68; R. A. Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs
(Gambridge, 1941), p. 370. The same lack of
uniformity is also found in German, where die

lautern Brider has long been considered inaccurate,
and in French, where des Fréres de la Pureté has been

challenged, Vide Goldziher, Afohammedanische Studien

(Halle, 1888), i, p. 9, note 1; and Casanova, Journal

asiatique, Vv, 1915, p. 6. There is even less uniformity
in transliterating the term. Morewill be said on the
question of translation, and the various forms of
transliteration will reveal themselves in the text and
the footnotes of this study where, however, the
Arabic short term ‘Ikhw4n’ is preferred, and the

tracts are often referred to as Rasa’il.
2 The word disc} ‘masterpiece’ or ‘gift’ appears

to be the editor’s own addition. This was the occasion
for Nauwerk’s Notiz tiber das arabische Buch tuhfat
Ihwan assafa d. h. Gabe der aufrichtigen Freunde nebst
Probe desselben arabisch und deutsch’ (Berlin, 1837).  
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Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasail 29

Despiteits interesting subject, such a portion of only oneofthetracts
“was no doubt a poor guide to the other fifty, and wrong conclusions
~- were drawn from it, as in Nauwerk’s Gabe der aufrichtigen Freunde. It was

therefore fortunate that Sprenger wasable, someten years later, to see in

India four different manuscripts of the tracts, one complete and three in
fragments, which he used for his ‘Notices of some copies of the Arabic
work entitled Rasa’yil Ikhwdn al-Cafa eGyll Oke Lyall Oleh Golay’t

The value of Sprenger’s contribution lies in the publication, for the first

time, of the titles of the tracts with short descriptions of the contents of
each tract. The Arabic text of the forty-fourth tract, however, is published

in full together with an English translation ofits first part. But it is un-

fortunate that his account is marred by loose translation and too many

misreadings of or misprints in the Arabic, and his collection omits the
fourteenthtract, merges the eighth with the ninth, and leaves the text of
the twelfth and thirteenth confused.

Obviously unaware of the contemporary evidence of Abii Hayyan
at-T'auhidi on the Ikhw4n andtheir tracts, Sprenger reproducesthelater

testimony of Shahraziiri from Tawdrikh al-Hukamda’.* Atleast three of the
early European scholars ascribed the authorship of the tracts to al-
Majriti. Sprenger, however, accepted Shahraziri’s statement that the

tracts were a corporate work of five philosophers, though the language
was that of al-Maqdisi, one of five named members of the organization.3

Sprenger further assigned the date of the tracts to the fourth century a.H.
The next more serious study is by Fliigel, whose paper* forms the

fullest and most scholarly of the early studies. A list of the fifty-one tracts,
again with the exception of al-Fami‘a, with their Arabic titles and German
translation is given, together with a discussion of the contents of the

tracts and the identity of their authors, the organization of the group,
and the sources of their philosophy. An appraisal of the philosophy of

the group was comparatively easy with thefull text of the tracts available,

but what about determining the authorship on the basis of meagre and
conflicting evidence? The authors deliberately concealed their names and
circulated their tracts anonymously, orrather, secretly. Fligel’s attempt

to solve this difficult problem is not only based on late sources such as
Tbn al-‘Ibri, Shahraziri, and Hajji Khalifa used by his predecessors
but also on the then newly discovered Ibn al-Qifti, supplemented byal-
Amir as-Safadi’s work with a bombastic title.’ Qifti’s account includes a

4 ‘Uber Inhalt und Verfasser der arabischen

Encyclopidie eg)! OAs Wall Olas! Ly
in &.D.M.G. xiii (1859), 1-43.

5 yo SSAig LLL OleaSy clbeedll Olno

elacd] Kal KG! 8,¢

* Fournal ofthe Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1848, part

i, pp. 501-7; partii, pp. 183-202.
? Hajji Khalifa (ed. Fligel), vi P- 321.

eLXL| auls cl days clay:Ad543

9 geeddodl OLE Ihe bull,
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30 Ikhwan as-Safé and their Rasa@il

reference to two of the theories about the authors of the tracts: that they:

were composed by an ‘Alid imam or by a Mu‘tazilite. Then it reproduces:

the contemporary testimony of Abi Hayyan at-Tauhidi. We now know:

that it comes from a fuller account in Abii Hayyan’s own workal-Imta‘ wal.
Mudnasa to which Fliigel had no access, and even quotesits title in.
accurately as auslgJls eel. This important book has recently been

published in Cairo in three volumes, 1939-44, edited with notes and

indexes by Ahmad Amin and Ahmad az-Zain, with an introduction by

the former.
From the evidence discovered up to Fliigel’s time it was established

that five thinkers, namely Abi Sulaiman Muhammad b. Ma'‘shar (or

Mushir) al-Bayusti or Busti (known as al-Maqdisi or Muqaddasi), Aba

al-Hasan ‘Ali Hardin (or Zahrin) az-Zanjani, Abi Ahmad al-Mihrajani,

al-‘Aufi,! and Zaid b. Rifa‘a, and others unnamed, had established a

secret association in Basra which published some fifty tracts (the exact
numberis an open question, as we shall indicate later on), a number of

which were known in a.H. 373. The purpose of the association appearsto

have been the reform of Muslim society through diffusion of a core of

knowledge formed through the integration of ‘Greek Philosophy with the
Arabian Shari‘a’, which the tracts profess to have achieved.

Oncethe tracts were made knownit wasnot difficult to go deeperinto a

study of the philosophy and purpose of the association, but it was not

easy to determine the identity of the authors or their association with

contemporary streams of Muslim thought. Scholars were, upto the late

eighties of the last century, labouring underseriouslimitations. Thetracts,

and even, at first, the very few known sources of information on the

association and its members, were available only in manuscript. The text

used by the early scholars must have been very defective or their acquain-

tance withthe subject not very thorough,for the mistakes even in Fligel

are many.
A great advance was made during the second half of the nineteenth

century, chiefly thanks to the labours of Dieterici and to the publication

of the whole Arabic text of the tracts (still without al-Fami‘a) in Bombayin

A.H. 1305-6. Dieterici’s contributions remain outstanding to the present

day. For some thirty years he published texts, translations, and studies on

Arab philosophy in the tenth century with the Ikhw4n andtheirtracts as

the main object of his attention. In dealing with the authorship of the

tracts and determining the date of their compilation Dieterici’s contribu-

tions are not widely different from those of his predecessors,” largely

because in this matter he was, like them, restricted to the same sources.

! Heis the only one without a first name. It is 2 Cf. Die Philosophie der Araber, i (Leipzig, 1876);

written (3,sJ| in certain sources and manuscripts. PP. 141 et seq.
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Ikhwan as-Safa and their Ras@il 31

Qifti, Hajji Khalifa, Ibn al-‘Ibri. In using a Berlin manuscriptofthefirst

‘work Dieterici translated that Abii Hayyan answered a question by the

- Vizier Samsamad-Daula’ about Zaid b. Rifa‘a, whereas the questioner

- was Ibn Sa‘dan, the Vizier of Samsam.! The sameerroris repeated in a

 

British Museum catalogue? and by two Arab scholars.3
It is in the sphere of publication and translation, however, that the

~ yalue of Dieterici’s contributions lie. Like some of his predecessors he was

first attracted by that part of the tract which deals with the controversy

- between Man and Animals which hetranslated into German under the

title of Der Streit zwischen Mensch und Thier in 1858, and followed some

twenty years later by the publication of the Arabic text.* Another text

which hepublished was a recension of someforty tracts (not arranged in

the usual order) under the title of Die Abhandlungen der Ichwan es-Safa in

Auswahl call lyst Gol jlarst 3 cig)! dex. The other studies are

translations of tracts into German with prefaces, repetitive on the whole,

but serving to make eachtranslated section moreor less complete initself.

Some of the translations are accompanied with glossaries and explana-

tory notes. But the prefaces together with occasional discussion scattered

in a numberofvolumes deal with what was knownaboutthe authors and

give details of the organization of the Ikhw4n,the contents of the tracts,

and the sources used by their authors, almost entirely based on internal
evidence. There are also cursory attempts to relate the contents of the

tracts to their sources.
Dieterici’s translations are not literal,3 but on the whole are reliable in

giving the essential points of the original, or to put it in his own words,

‘... das Hauptsachlichste wiederzugeben’. He wastruly, as he himself

pleads, treading on virgin soil, and the manuscripts he used were loaded

with misreadings and alterations. The tracts covered by the summary
translations are 1-6, 7-13, 14-21, 22-30, 31-40, 41-44, and 50. The

remaining eight, all in the fourth and most abstract part of the tracts,
cover among other subjects such fundamentals as ‘creeds and religions’,
‘definition offaith’, and ‘the way to God’.

 

' Tbid., p. 144: ‘... in einer Antwort auf seine
Frage des Vezir Szemszem ed Daula.. .’

2 Supplement to the Catalogue of Arabic Manu-
Scripts, compiled by Charles Rieu, 1894, p. 483.

3 Muhammad Kurd ‘Ali, obs cori Aloe,

sol, vol. viii, No.4, p. art: “alae owl dl.

yy die dade Bole GI Aut ac oy Aly

(1457), and Ahmad Zaki Pash4, Introduction to

the Cairo edition of the Rasa’il, p.21; cf. p.22, where

the error is made to come from Qifti.

* The Arabic title as framed by Dieterici himself

is not without interest: gi olyAl pel 3

cyt bbgtbe dad ee Copel de weOLY
Gt) itl Att IT Laat Obst oly

Cos Letpe) AALyttle pabeod|
Anew dungProd | ode dade § a ttre

Azer! paved
5 Cf. Die Logik und Psychologie der Araber (Leipzig,

1868), p. ix; Die Anthropologie der Araber (Leipzig,
1871), p. Vill.

© Philosophie der Araber, ii (Leipzig, 1879), p. vil;
Die Abhandlungen (Leipzig, 1886), p. 635.
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32 Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasa’il
As already stated, the full unabridged Arabic text of all the tracts

(without al-Fami‘a, which was apparently still unknown) was published in
Bombay in a.x. 1305-6. This edition was issued by Niru-d-Din Jiwa
Khan, who was an Isma‘ili? acquainted with some of the unpublishedliterature of the sect, among it ‘Uyin al-Akhbar by Idris ‘Imadu-d-Din
(d. 872/1467), who assigns the authorship of Rasa’il Ikhwan as-Safa to the
concealed imam, Ahmad b. ‘Abdullah, a contemporary of the CaliphMa’miin. Accordingly the Bombay edition states definitely that the
author wasthis same imdm.? This bold assertion lends colour to one of thetheories about the authorshipofthetracts, namely that they were written
by an ‘Alid imam, though there is no agreement on his name. Withoutsupporting or questioningthe theoryas such,the claims ofa contemporary
of al-Ma’miin can easily be disproved. Certain ideas expressed in the
Ras@il and a numberoflines of poetry quoted in them wereeither un-
known or their authors not yet born when al-Ma’miin and Ahmad b.
Abdullah werealive. Further, an editorial note at the end of the fourth
volume of the Bombay edition itself (pp. 411-12) by Muhammad
Baha’u-d-Din,a proofreader,states that the Ras@’il were written by Imam
Ahmad but addssignificantly: ‘andit is also said that it [i.e. the Rasa’il]
was written by a group of notable men in the second centuryor the fourth
century A.H. who were loving brothers and pure equals.’

Needless to say the Bombayedition is far from beinga critical one, but
judged according to the standards of Arabic publication of the dayit
seems to have remarkably few lapses. We are not told on what manuscriptor manuscripts it was based,but it was the fullest so far issued, certainlyfuller than Dieterici’s Auswahl. There is a reasonably detailed table ofcontents for every part, but there are no indexes. It is hardly expected insuch an edition at such a time and place to contain glossaries, technicalterms, foreign words, proper names, &c. °
Almost immediately after the publication of this edition Shaikh ‘AliYusufissued in Cairo in an. 1306 thefirst of the four parts of the tracts inone volume with a short introduction which is a confused adaptationwithout acknowledgementof Qifti’s account. In an article+ written a yearlater Ahmad Zaki (well known as Pasha) noted these two editions anddenied that there was ever such an imam as Ahmad b. Abdullah, and

* Hamdani, Bahth Tartkhi ft Ras@il Ikhwén as- doereye - Cf. notice at end of vol. iv, p. 411, bySafa (Bombay and Cairo, 1935), p. 20.
2 The ph U 5 5 : .© Phrase U5 tkFYI Obi plagll PLN 45. Gr Gall gan J oolesel Go (SteleAUl Le Gy 4eol is repeated on the title-page of Lbeas 7 Ls . .

every volume of the four that form the Rasail in “ ~ cf umthis edition. 4 Published in 1928 as one of two introductions3 Jiwa Khan in his notice on the title-page to a new edition of the Rasd’il to be noted below.. wos é .merely says: 4o;J3 doeuuty els VI Laseel 3

Shaikh Muhammad ‘Ali Rampiri: sl) dors
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Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasail 33

clared ‘Uyin al-Akhbar a fictitious book. At the same time he exposed

rcilessly the plagiarism of Shaikh ‘Ali Yusuf. But the significance of
“Zaki Pasha’s article, which is characteristically rambling and chaotic in

Jaces, lies in the fact that it is the first serious attempt by an Arab
scholar to share in the research which had beenin progress in Europefor
overfifty years. A third of the article is a verbatim reproduction of Qifti,
and the other two-thirds bring out two main points: the possibility of a

relationship between the Ikhwan and the Isma‘ili sect, and the rejection
of the theory that al-Majriti was the author of the Rasa’il.

There is sufficient evidence in the tracts themselves to prove Ismi‘ili
sympathies. Indeed, such sympathies have long been pointed out by
Muslim authors, medieval and modern, whotried to turn sympathy into
actual relationship. However, the balance of evidence tends to show that

such relationship was a later development. There is as yet no proofthat
the formation of Ikhw4n as-Safa and the publication of their Rasa’2l was

an Isma‘ili movement, or even a movementconcerted with anyofthe con-
temporary agitation of the Shi‘a. Thus, Hamdanisays that he has seen no

mention of the Rasd’il in the writing of Fatimid chiefmissionaries.! Ivanow

states that he has been unable to ascertain whether the Rasa’il were quoted
in Isma‘ili works earlier than al-Hakim’s time.? Onthe other hand, there
is evidence of the popularity of the Rasa’al with later IsmA‘ili missionaries.
Guyard was amongthefirst Orientalists to collect substantial evidence

of this relationship,’ but at the turn of the century Casanova‘tried, on the
basis of a manuscript (No. 2309 in De Slane’s Catalogue), to prove the

identity of Ikhwan as-Safa with Isma‘ilism. The title and the first pages

of the manuscript are missing and it actually starts on page 6 with this
sub-title Wat Olyst (bly cr des. In content it represents mere frag-

ments of the Rasd’il with a fragment which is called al-Fdmi‘a. The fuller
al-Fami‘a is referred to occasionally in various parts of the Rasa’il, and

is specifically mentioned in the jikrist composed by the authors as an

introduction to the whole series. In Casanova’s time this fuller version was
not utilized, but since then many copies of it—someof them ascribed to

al-Majriti—have been found andare now preserved in public and private
libraries in the East and West. A recent edition appeared in Damascus
and will be noted later on.

In thelight of our present knowledge Casanova’s conclusion ‘surtout je
crois étre dans le vrai en affirmant que les doctrines philosophiques des
Ismailiens sont contenues tout entiéres dans les Epitres des Fréres de la

1 Bahth, pp. 14, 21; cf. also Der Islam, xx. 294. des manuscrits de la Bibliothéque nationale et
* The Alleged Founder of Isma‘ilism (Bombay, autres bibliothéques (publi¢s par l’institute national

1946), p. 147 and n. 2. de France).’
3 Fragments relatifs a la doctrine des Ismaédlis, tome + Journal asiatique, tome xi (1898), pp. 151-9:

xi, part 1 (1874), pp. 177-428: ‘Notices et extraits ‘Notice sur un manuscrit de la secte des Assassins.’

G

 



  
   

  

   

   

  

  

               

  

   

  

   

  
 

 

 

34, Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasail

Pureté ...’ seems to be unwarranted even by the contents of his Uy#
desbel!.1 The manuscript which he used contains, up to page 129%
portions ofthe Rasa’il, but on page 123 the subjectis completely changedto
pre! sigbe aul which in turn is quickly abandoned to start on Page #
125 a subject which must have provided Casanova with a strong clue #
for his thesis, namely 45)! ssc! (sic) oust 3 Ogatl es exylos giving =

minute details of events in Masyaf, which suggests that the writer Was @
living there. . 4
A document with such a variety of contentinvites suspicion ofits value

and caution in drawing definite conclusions from it. It tends, however, to
prove onething, namely, that the Rasd’il were popular with later Isma‘ik
missionaries who read, copied, and summarized them to suit their own
purposes. But, as stated above, it has yet to be proved that the Isma‘ili °
bentof the tracts and of the genuine ar-Risdla al-Fami‘a wasitself a proof |
of early Isma‘ili connexion. Indeed, the tracts speak in two voices on this
Isma‘ili bent. We will give illustrations not of the pro-Isma‘ili tendencies,
which practically need no proof, but of the instances, admittedly few,
where the Ikhw&n appear to be anti-Isma‘ili orat least more orthodox
than expected. To explain this as tagiyya (dissimulation) in a secret work
supposed to be given only to the convinced or nearly convinced convert
does not appearto be a valid explanation ofstrong evidence.
A glaring example of the Ikhwan’s independenceis their advocacy of

the principle that the office of imam neednotbehereditary,for they argue
that if the desired good qualities are not found in one single person but
scattered among a group, then the group and notthe individual should
be ‘the lord of the time and the imdm’.2 More surprising still is the de-
nouncementofthe beliefin a concealed imam as painful to those who hold
it? and the discredit of the significance of ‘number seven’ and those who
believe in it as contrary to the Ikhw4n’s creed. We do not propose to
pursue the matter anyfarther here, but such a problem deservesclose and
detailed study.
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The results of a century of research and publication were used in two
well-written accounts of the Ikhwan, the one by Lane-Poole’ and the |
other by De Boer.® Both are readable and havethe rare merit ofscholarly
work unburdened with footnotes. But work on the Ikhwan has slackened  ™ Note that deasleedl Vly is used for VlJt  SkAwan as-Sofa (Beirut, 1945), pp. 5 and 13, took
deste)! in this title: QojaecJl pul ge Joi! this Rast,pe wreTata were not even Shi'a). *

hs Lewy Oo? deslocd| MS Lsy Cobh Oo Ogaaedl mls 5 Studies in a Mosque (London, 1893), pp. 186-

Legal| Glyn] 2072 Rasé’il (Cairo edition, 1928), iv, p. 179. ~ ° Geschichte der Philosophie in Islam (English trans-
3 Ibid. iii. 86; iv. 58. (Umar Farrikh in his /@tion, London, 1903), pp. 81-96.
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Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasail 35
owardsthe end of the last century and duringthefirst years ofthe present
entury. However, Brockelmann in his work andits supplements has

““yoted the most important studies and the various manuscripts of the
Ras@’il preserved in public libraries.! Like most scholars he also is in-
consistent in translating the name. Thus in thefirst volume of his work
Ikhwan as-Safa is die lautern Briider and in the first supplement die treuen
Freunde. Obviously there is no end to the resourcefulness of scholars in
increasing our confusion in this particular case. Goldziher, who had
already questioned die lautern Briider,2 has now made a plausible suggestion
that the story of the ring-dove in Kalila wa Dimna, whichtells how the
animals escaped the snares of the hunter by being sincere brethren
(ikhwan safa) to one another suggested the choice by the Basra group of
that name for themselves.3 Of other possible reasons which determined
the choice of the name morewill be said later on. But two more contribu-
tions deserve to be noted here.

In a note of one paragraph which he contributed to Der Islam in 1913
Massignon*called attention to certain fragments of Arabic and Persian
poetry or single lines scattered in the tracts’ and to the definition therein
given of the trigonometrical al-jaib, and suggested the use of such evidence
to determine more exactly the date of the composition of the tracts.
Casanova returned in 1915 to the subject of the Ikhwan with a similar
idea.° Interpreting certain astronomical terms in an obscure passage,” he
found that the Rasa’il were composed between a.u. 418 and 439. Then
interpreting a rhetorical reference to the concealed imam that he is really
apparent gil¢b 3 ,»l5* he found thatit refers to the Fatimid az-Zahir
(411-27). On the basis of his interpretation of both he is inclined to
believe that the Rasd’il were written between a.H. 418 and 427.
But to accept Casanova’s conclusionit is necessary to disregard reliable

and contemporary evidence. It is of course conceivable that the tracts
were not all composed at the same time, butit is stretching the imagina-
tion too far to assume that the Ikhwan wrote their Rasd’il over a period of

* Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur (Weimer,
1898), pp. 213-14; Erster Supplementband (Leiden,
1937), Pp. 379-81.

? The expression die aufrichtigen Brilder und treuen
Freunde used by Fliigel in 1859 and others after him
has also been abandoned.

3 ‘Uber die Benennung der ‘Ichwdn al-Safa’
(Der Islam, i, pp. 22-26).

* ‘Sur la date de la composition des ‘“Rasail
Tkhwan al-Safa” ’, vol. iv, p. 324.

° Someof the lines of poetry in the Rasa’il look
like interpolations. For example, consider the three
lines after the words|

|

acd

|

Saeed | JU LS: vol. iv,
P. 136. A clearer example is perhaps provided in
the line after WI JU LS: ar-Risdlah al-Fami'a,

vol. 1 (Damascus, 1948), p. 464, which is not found
in either the Taimuriya or the Teheran manu-
scripts of the tract.

* “Une date astronomique dansles Epitres des
Tkhwan as-Safa’ (Journal asiatique, onziéme série,
tome v, pp. 5-17.)

7 Ras@il, iv, p. 196, which reads:

cH or OLA SIL... GES y90 cles
J Olgas Old! obs oy LI OLols
yey OLLI! cH Bly] pcleld youl

erred
® Rasa@il, iv, p. 199.
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36 Ikhwan as-Safé and their Rasail

fifty-four years, since according to Abi Hayyan several of the Rasa’il were 4
in circulation in A.u. 373 and he andhis master, Abi Sulaiman al-Mantig
as-Sijistani, read them.’ Moreover, from the latter’s description of their *
contents he must have seen a fair sample of them covering the four *
different sections. Indeed, Abii Hayyan’s statement that the Ikhwan
wrotefifty tracts Ulu) cypenes {pie may even be taken to meanthatall the
fifty werealready written in a.n. 373.2
However, by the end of the second decadeofthis century considerable 4

ground had been covered: all the tracts except al-Fami‘a were available in
print; full summaries of the contents of most of them had been published
in German; some concrete historical evidence about their authors had
been collected and utilized; several learned explorations of individual]
aspects had been made by scholars; and at least two readable popular
accounts on the place of the Rasd’il in the history of Muslim philosophy
had been published in English and German. Butthere wasstill much to
be done or re-done:a critical or more authoritative edition of the tracts
was unquestionably necessary; the genuine al-Fami‘a tract wasstill to be
published; more detailed analysis of the subject-matter of the tracts and
its relation to its various sources, together with comparison, where com-
parison is legitimate, with previous or contemporary philosophy was
desirable; and a greater knowledge of the authors and their background
was more than ever imperative. During the last three decades much has
been achieved in someofthese directions, and wewill now turn to review
and assess what has been done.

Anotheredition of the Rasd’il was issued in 1928,but, like the earlier
Bombayone,it is far from beingcritical. According to Khairu-d-Din az-
Zirkili,s who was in charge of the correction, neither he nor the other
redacteurs could compare their text with other texts, of which they
specifically mention a manuscript in the National Library in Cairo. But
the Cairo editors do not, and on request made at the time refused to, dis-
close the origin of their copy. In fact, however, they have given us some-
thing very similar to the Bombay edition printed on better paper and
divided into paragraphs with some punctuation. As a detailed critical
review of this edition was published by the present writer elsewhere,® no

, 7 x ¢
TU yes tte che... alse coal)

—

Zournal of Ethics published in 1898 an article by
‘ leses Davidson on ‘The Brothers of Sincerity’, which re-soe * appeared in another form in its author’s History of

 

2 Al-Inia, ii, p. 5.
3 As

a

result, the subject of the Ikhwan,or rather
their ideas, gained a wide publicity not only in
learned books, as Browne’s Literary History of Persia,
i. 292-4, 378-81, Nicholson’s Literary History of the
Arabs, pp. 370-2, and Gibb’s Arabic Literature, p. 68,
but also in general works on philosophy, history,
and education, Thus, for example, the International

Education (London, 1912), PP. 133-50.
* Published by al-Maktaba at-Tijariyya al-

Kubra, Cairo, and printed at al-Matba‘a al-
‘Arabiyya (Cairo, 1347/1928) with two introduc
tions, the one by Ahmad Zaki Pashi,already noted,
and the other by Dr. Taha Husain.

5 Concluding Note, Rasa’il, iv, p. 479.
® Al-Kashshaf, Beirut, vol. iii, Oct. 1929.
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Ikkwan as-Safé and their Ras@il 37
more will be said about it here, but he ventures to refer to another ofhis

© contributions.
_ The monograph entitled Jamd‘atu Ikhwan as-Safa,t which was awarded
the first Howard Bliss prize by the American University of Beirut in 1929,
was subsequently published serially in the journal of that institution.2
That it has been quoted quite frequently3 encourages its author to in-
corporate in this essay someofits conclusions and suggestions which do
not seem to have been challenged or superseded in the meantime. Of
these conclusionsthe first is that the name ‘Ikhwan as-Safa’ was chosen
both as a protest against the treachery and lackof social cohesion oftheir
time and as an imitation of the Siifi tendencyto associate their name with
safa (purity), an imitation which is supported by the Ikhwan’s description
of themselves in the Rasa’il as Siifis. Secondly, reasons are given for sug-
gesting A.H. 338 as a terminus a quo and A.H. 373% as a terminus ad quem for
the formation of the group andthecirculation of a large numberoftheir
tracts.5

Thirdly, on the subject of authorship, the thesis is advanced that the
subject-matter of the Rasa’il is very muchlike the material that emerges
from the deliberations of a learned society and that the language and
style are similar to an approveddraft by a well-qualified secretary of such
a society. There is obviously a general plan for the whole work andits
execution is logically done in words which,on close examination, betray
a single writer who occasionally forgets his role andlapses into ‘I’ instead

 

  
of the usual ‘we’.6 From external

* The use of the word dole Was suggested by
Abu Hayyan’s words in reference to Zaid b.
Rifaa, Inia,ii. 4.

* Al-Kulliyya, vol. xvii, 1930-1. Reprinted, pp.
ix + 80. After an introductory chapter giving an
outline of the development of Muslim thought down
to the emergence of the Ikhwan, the monograph

deals with the meaning ofthe nameof the group, the

date and place of the publication of their tracts
(chapter 2), the number of the tracts and the

identity of the authors (chapter 3), the philosophy
and aimsof the group (chapter4), the organization
of the group (chapter5), the place of the Rasd’il in
the history of Muslim thought (chapter 6), and a
bibliography with a note (chapter 7).

3 9. Hamdani, in his Bahth Tarikhi fi Rasa’il

Ikhwén as-Safa, published in Cairo ; ‘Adel ‘Awa,in his
Paris doctorate thesis entitled LEsprit critique de

Freres de la Pureté, published in Beirut; Jamil Saliba,

in his introduction to ar-Risdla al-Fami'a, published
in Damascus, and others.

* According to the Rasdil(i. 106; iii. 258; iv. 237)
dynasties rise and fall, and rule passes from one to
another, in every 240 years. If so, the ‘Abbasids who
Came to power in A.H. 132 were dueto go in 372, so
Close to the most probable date of the publication
of the Rasd’il and the proclamation thereby of the

evidence this writer was probably

Realm ofthe Righteous (3/1 ja! 4J92) in place

of the Realm of the Evil (41 Jol Ugo).

5 A typical example of the difficulty of fixing

dates for a work ofthis nature is provided bya line
of-poetry which is quoted in the tracts(ii. 52) with-
out the nameof the poet: :

L a? . Qo OF

LSLas YaKuly eis! le L231
Olail eartly Yo gaily oils

Thelineis, of course, by Abt al-Fath al-Busti, who

apparently hails from the sameplace as al-Maqdisi
(who is also called al-Busti), in whose words the
tracts of the Ikhw4n are stated to be couched. The
poet was born in a.u. 360 and died in 401. Theline
in question occursin tract No. 17, just at the end of
the first third, which presumably wasin circulation
in A.H. 373. Was Abii al-Fath already a famous
poet at thirteen? See my monograph, pp. 17-18.
Onal-Busti see the Encyclopaedia of Islam, i (part 2),
p. 806.

§ Famd‘atu Ikhwan as-Safa, pp. 24-25. Ci. Ivanow,
A Guide to Ismaili Literature (London, 1953), p. 31,

whosays, however:‘It is as difficult to believe that
this encyclopediais the workofa single scholarasit
is to think that such a learned society could exist
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38 | Ikhwan as-Safa and their Raséil
al-Maqdisi. But as already stated, the Ras@’il as a whole andalso ar-Risg]
al-Fami‘a areascribed to Maslama al-Majriti (d. avn. 395 Or 398). Agaj
the authorship ofthe Rasa’il, but not al-Fami‘a, was ascribedto his disciple,Abd ul-Hakim al-Kirmani(d. 462).! While a number of surviving many. |;

Q,

scripts are indeed ascribed to the former, none, so far as the present
writer is aware, are ascribed to the latter. Majriti made the customary
rthla to the East and brought with him copies ofthe Rasd’il and may have 3
claimed the authorship, or more probably madea recension or composed
similar tracts himself. Hajji Khalifa, who gives the usual namesofthe
Basra authorsof the Rasd’il, lists another copy of[khwan as-Safé as by al-Majriti but addsthat‘it is a different copy modelled on Ikhwan as-Safa’,3

Fourthly, internal evidence as to the exact numberofthe tracts is con-
flicting. While it is clearly stated in certain places that the numberig
fifty-two excluding al-7ami‘a,* it is stated also equally clearly that thenumberis fifty-one excludingal-fami‘a.s

External evidence makes the problem still more complicated. Purport-
ing to be a reproduction of Aba Hayyan’s statement, Al-Qifti’s statement
makes the numberfifty, with al-Fami‘a as thefifty-first.6 (Since the publica.tion of Abi Hayyéin’s original statement? it is clear that Qifti did not
quote him faithfully,for, according to Abi Flayyan, who does not mention
al-Fami‘a, the numberis only fifty. According to Hajji Khalifa the number
is fifty-one, but he does not mention al-Fami‘a.8

But for the contradiction of the Rasa’il themselves on this subject, one
would have ventured the opinion that fifty-two is the right number,
exclusive of al-Fami‘a, not only because this is the actual numberin the
complete copies we have but also because it could be explainedasin line
and produce an anonymous work of such impor-
tance.’ Then he says that the work was probably
produced towards the end of the fourth (tenth)
century under Fatimid patronage as a part ofsome
general work on the philosophy of Isma‘ilism. Giy-
ing no evidence for this statement the author, who
starts with ‘most probably’, tunes it down to ‘a mere
guess’,

* Al-Qadi Sa‘id, Tabagét al-Uimam as quoted by
Jamil Saliba in the Introduction to ar-Risdla al-
Jami‘a (Damascus, 1948), p. 7.

* Gayangos, The History of the Muhammedan
Dynasties in Spain, i. 427-9, as quoted by Hamdani,
Der Islam, xx. 282.

* Vol. iii, p. 460 bei Je Sslis dona! PS
Layer | Olgs|. Jamil Saliba, in his Introduction to
ar-Risala al-Fami‘a (Damascus, 1948), vol. i, pp.
8-13, conjectures that this copy is ar-Risdla al-
Jami‘a itself.

* Rasd’il vol. i, pp. 1, 19, 48. On page 19 it is
stated: yoru vied Yo. , Axa loe| UJ
oes! Ql! sig Ags cl Vi ak  

Oawnotls
° Ibid., vol. iv, pp. 221, 290. On this last pageit

is stated: (oda'Y| LbGg obay9l 28 Ly Lyd
Lebyew Gly ge Sabo Uy G cypeethly

ale!
© Akhbar al-Hukama’ (ed. Lippert; Leipzig, 1903),

P. 82: Ogun Stal Lyte GYLin op)
ASH ys Legh Geum GLa Opemect Ulis

ge oYa) els drsle Opumsdig dole Uliay

pheYl oem
” Al-Imta’, vol. ii, p. 5. & UWhay cymes (pine

la} Lsa,ily Ladnes goake diakil ebjal ene
Lana Otas! bly Lesgong beeygd

® Kashf, vol. iii, p. 460. rol deli, es Ade

Ula Gamndis Sua! Ipihos Ipeatal ol
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Ikhwan as-Safé and their Ras@il 39

with the Ikhw4n’s belief in the significance of numbers: the year has
fifty-two weeks symbolized bythefifty-two tracts plus one day symbolized
by al-Jami‘a.t Another and clearer symbolism is found in ar-Risala al-
Jami‘a. The Ikhwan’s service in writing the tracts is likened to that of one
who opened a new road and planted at regular stages ofit fifty-two
gardensleadingthetravellerfinally to ‘the noblest abode and the grandest

place’.? But, like the Rasa’il, this source is also inconsistent. Elsewhereitis

definitely stated that the numberof the Rasa’ilis fifty-one plus al-Fami‘a.3
There again the actual number of the Rasd’il summarized in al-Fami‘a is

fifty-two. The problem is small, but such discrepancy ‘is examined only
as an illustration of many others, trivial as well as important, which

deserve further investigation.

However, the problem of the authorship of the Rasa’il perhaps more

than any other problem continued to engage the attention of students.
Hamdani’s contribution as an IsmA@‘ili himself, with both a traditional

and a Western education, is valuable in that he has access to hitherto

unusedliterature in Yemen and India. Thedifficulty may be defined very

briefly. There is hardly a work which has been ascribed to so many
different authors as has the Rasd’il. The alleged authors will be found

to belong to contrasting persuasions and to different periods spread over

the first five centuries of Islam. Thus the authorship was attributed to an
unnamed companionofthe Prophet, to ‘Ali b. Abi Talib, to the imamJa‘far

as-Sadiq, to other imams named(e.g. Ahmad b. Abdullah) and unnamed,
toan unnamed Mu'tazilite, to Jabir b. Hayyan, to al-Hallaj, to a group
called Ikhwan as-Safa, to Maslama al-Majriti, to Aba al-Hakim al-

Kirmani, and to al-Ghazali. The authority for these claims need not be

investigated in every case, certainly not the fantastic claim that a com-

panionofthe Prophetorhis cousin ‘Ali was the author, but there are good

reasons for examiningin detail certain other claims, especially the Batini-
Isma‘ili connexion.

The results of recent research in this subject are sometimes cautiously
expressed. Thus according to Lewis the Rasd’il ‘if not actually Ismaili,

are closely related to Isma@‘ilism’.‘’ But Hamdaniis definitely on the side

 

' However, Idris ‘Imad ud-Din, in his book

Rakr al-Ma'dni, says: ke oy teal eLyi es

ay VI ppb! (be hens Slug)! izes... aul
Vlog J sto ls Ula ceroy DDN Ughlen oS vee

ve Ogee GAS herd! Ghisy daul OY ate

From Hamdani, Bahth Tarikhi fi Ras@il Ikhwan as-

Safa, p. 21.
2 Damascus edition (1948), vol. i, pp. 18-20.

STly ge eed genes Gattl eee bye
geod! cdl im (aie ad... Olin rs curd

vee bis oedls pS
3 Ar-Risdla al-Fami‘a, vol. ii, p. 393: ky el

gd UL Crotls ote To Ores Seal

daslell ULJT ote. Ch pp. 399-400.

* Hence IsmA‘ilis refer to the tracts as hhyl

44;><J1 and to Imim Ahmad as (Lali| poail

ila ale
5 The Origins of Isma‘ilism (Cambridge, 1940),

p. 17, cf. p. 44: ‘a work the Batini inspiration of
which is no longer in doubt’.

 



 

   

  

  
  

  
  
  
    

 

  

   

  

  

  

   

  
  

 

  
  

   
  

   
  

 

   

   

    

    
  

 

  

 

40 Ikhwan as-Safé and their Rasa’il
which claims ‘Alid authorship for the Rasa’il,t supporting his contention4
partly by the obvious evidence of the Ras@il but also by the prominence4
given to themin theliterature of the Taiyibi Da‘wat in Yemen. Butsince,
according to the samewriter,? ‘the earliest reference to the Ras@il in this
literature’ is made by one whodiedin a.u. 557, we are back to where the
previousdiscussion has taken us, namely, that the Isma‘ili sympathy of
the Rasa’il practically needs no proof, but that the identification in One *:
way or anotherofthe Rasail with contemporaryIsma‘ili movements has yet
to be proved. Da‘i Idris ‘Imad ud-Din, who assigned the authorship of
the Rasa’il to the concealed Imam Ahmad b. ‘Abdullah, belongsto

a

late
period when the connexion is not in doubt. Hamdani’s statementthat ‘It
is curious that the Rasd’il are nowhere mentioned in the literature writtenunder the patronageof the Fatimidsin Egypt’3 is an appropriate starting.
point for future detailed investigation.

Ill

Since the thirties various contributions to the subject of Ikhw4n as-
Safa were made, but no magnifying glass is required to detect that most
of them are redundant. For they either summarize the contents of the
tracts under various heads in a way which serves neither the scholar northe general reader,‘ or in addition try to cover briefly some ofthe ground
already covered by previous studies.$ However, the publication of Aba
Hayyan’s al-Imtd‘ wal-Mu‘anasa has occasioned an article® in support of
the usual assertion that the Rasd@’il were written by a groupoflearned men.

Becausethestoryof the Magian and the Jew that occurs in the Rasa’i]7
is quoted almost verbatim in al-Imta‘, preceded by the author’s statement
that he receivedit from al-Qadi Aba al-Hasan ‘Ali b. Haran az-Zanjani,
the writer concludes that Zanjani was one of the authors of the Rasd’il.
Then because a manuscript copy of Siwan al-Hikmah by Abi Sulaiman
al Mantiqi—the writer assumes that he is the same as Abii Sulaiman
Muhammadb. Tahir b. Bahram as-Sijistani, the master ofAbi Hayy4n,
to whom some ofthe Rasa’il were submitted—contains at the end a fewlines that Abii Sulaiman al-Maqdisi was the author of the Rasd’il as well
as about a two-page fragment from the Rasé’il8 on the four grades of the

* Rasa’il Ikhwan ag-Safa in the Literature of the
Isma‘ili Taiyibi Da‘twat’ (Der Islam, Band xx, Heft
4; 1932, pp. 281 et seq.).

* Ibid., p. 292.
3 Ibid., p. 294 cf. Bahth, pp. t4, 21.
* e.g. ‘Umar Farriikh, Ikhwan as-Safa (Beirut, 1945).
5 e.g. ‘Umar Dastgi Ikhwan a$-Safa (Cairo, 1947).
® Stern, Islamic Culture (Oct. 1946, pp. 367—72,

supplemented with a few notes in Oct. 1947, P. 403).
This article has a number of slips which were not
corrected in its supplement. The following are some

of them: Qifli nowhere says he was quoting Abi
Hayyan’s al-Imia‘; there is no member of Tkhwan
as-Safa called Aba Ahmad al-Mihrajani al-‘Aufi
(Mibrajani and ‘Aufi being two different persons);
if at all, Aba Sulaiman al Mantiqi’s Sian al-
Hikmah mentions only one, not ‘ail’ the authors of
Rasa@’il Ikhwan as-Safa; Busti or Bayusti (but not
Bisti) is the usual spelling of the name ofoneofthe
group.

7 Vol. i, pp. 237~9 (Cairo edition, 1928),
8 Vol. iv, pp. 119-20.
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Ikhwén as-Safé and their Ras@il 4l

Ikhwan, al-Maqdisi is also declared to be one of the authors. But is the
: Qadi Zanjani the same as the ‘akhii safa’ Zanjani? Is Abi Hayyan’s

haddathani (‘related to me’) a variant of haddathand (‘related to us’)? Is it

inconceivable that Abi Hayyan and the Rasd’il were both dependent

for the story of the Magian and the Jew on third source? Furthermore, a

description ofthe manuscript ofSiwdn al Hikmah! showsthatit is an abridge-
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mentofor selections from the original with a continuation (tatimma) and a

completion of the continuation (itmdmu'‘t tatimma). So unless the whole of
the original manuscript preserved in Istanbul could be examined, and

not merely a photostat of the short conclusion on al-Maqdisi, one may
legitimately suspect this portion to be a later accretion.?

Wenowturn to consider the last two notable contributions, and both

come from Damascus. ‘Adel ‘Awa’s Paris doctorate thesis} is a clear and
comprehensive survey. In its first part the various theories as to the name

ofthe group, the authorship of the Rasa’zl, and the date oftheir composition
are briefly surveyed and discussed. The second part, which is nearly half

of the whole work, is devoted to a digest of the contents of the Rasd’il,
while the third part is a discussion of the aims, beliefs, and organization

of the group based partly on the preceding digest and partly on external

evidence. The work concludes with a useful, if very brief, note on the
influence of the Ikhwan on certain thinkers who lived in their time or the

following centuries. So far as one is aware this work is the fullest single
accountofthe subject in French, but it is doubtful if every reader who has

considered the various studies discussed in this essay will agree with the

statement that ‘aucune étude sérieuse n’a été entreprise jusqu’ici’.*

The second notable contribution is the publication of ar-Risdla al-
jami‘a, under the auspices of the Arab Academy in Damascus, in two
volumes editedwith a sixteen-pageintroduction andfive pages ofindexes by

Jamil Saliba. This risala is described by the Ikhw4nasa tract that ‘includes

the (substance) of all these (fifty-two) previous tracts’, written for the
purpose of‘elucidating the realities’ of all tracts which are mere introduc-
tions to it. It is therefore claimed that the obscurities of al-Fami‘a, which

is the ultimate aim ofall the others, cannot be revealed except to those

who have mastered the other fifty-two.’ No doubtits publicationsatisfies
an overdue wish of all workers in this field, who had hitherto to rely on

manuscript copies mostly at first in private ownership.
® Islamica, 1931, iv, pp. 534-8 (by Plesner).
2 The British Museum copy (OR. 9033) of the

Siwdén is also a composite work of 149 folios covering

selections from the Siwdn, then the Tatimma, and

finally a Risdla on poetry. On folio go(b)it is stated
that ‘Abii Sulaiman al-Maqdisiis the authorof the
fifty-one tracts called Rasa’il Ikhwan as-Safa’. Then

the fragment on the four grades (mardtib) of the
Ikhwan is reproduced preceded by the words gala

Abi Sulaiman.
3 ‘L’Esprit critique des “‘Fréres de la Pureté” ,

Encyclopédistes arabes du IV¢/X siécle (Beyrouth,

Imprimerie Catholique, 1948). ,
4 Thid., p. xlviii.
5 Rasail, vol. i, p. 19 ( fihrist). Elsewhere in the

tracts al-Fdmi‘a is referred to in similar terms, e.g.
iv. 290, 309.
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42 Ikhwan as-Safé and their Ras@il
Four copies were collated to produce the newedition, anda fifth (in the =

National Library, Cairo) was only partially used: The four copies are
those of the Zahiriya Library, Damascus, the Taimuriya Library, Cairo,
a Teheran copy, and the Paris copy (No. 2306 in De Slane’s Catalogue),
Another abridged copy, examined but not used for collation, is in the
private collection of an Isma‘ili of Salimiya and ends with this note:
Leal Olgdt Jo luy Cys Sprarres mo (SII deol! deol Uluy cus! None of these
copies, however, was treated asa basic text by the editor, whose method -
was to read a text in one copy, compare it with the texts of the other
copies, and then to ‘choose what is more correct and trustworthy’
adding in footnotes the variant readings.
The Damascustextis ascribed to al-Majriti, but the editor, who devotes

nearly halfof the eighteen-page introductionto a discussion ofthelife and
works of al-Majriti, concludes that he wasneither the authorof the Ras@’il
nor ofar-Risdla al-Fami‘a, and thattheerror in both casesis due to fraudu-
lent copyists.3 It is a pity that the editor did not gointo this matter. For
like the Rasa’il, al-Fami‘a is also ascribed to Ahmadb. Abdullah,‘ and this
claim deserves at least to be recorded.
Much importanceis claimedfor al-Fami‘a both by the Rasd’il and inits

own pages. Indeed, its significance has been unduly exaggerated by
scholars. It is variously described as the crown andessence ofthe tracts, a
philosophic synopsis of their contents, a commentary on these, a residue
of esoteric knowledge which shouldnot be given except to the very select,
a secret exposition ofwhat has only been hinted at in the tracts, and other
such description. Close examination of its contents tends to arouse a -
suspicion that most of these claims are deliberate psychological propa-
ganda, to use the parlance of our own time. This propaganda was
apparently meant to overawe the initiate or to stimulate his interest.
Obviously the Ikhw4n’s prospects in gaining adherents to their cause
depended to a large degree on the curiosity and eagerness ofinitiates to .
read the Rasd@’il one after the other until they came to al-Fami‘a. This
device to hold the attention of the initiates is clearly seen throughout
the tracts, but is al-Jami‘a really a climax to these? Examined in detail
this tract will be seen to contain,like thethrist of the Rasail which comes
as an introduction to the whole work, unequal summaries of every one
of the fifty-two tracts together with two lengthy discourses. The first
comes at the beginning and betrays signs of lack of continuity and inter-
polations. Its main theme, however, is unmistakable ; it deals with Adam’s

* Such a book as dausleed| daola is listed in 2 otal celgf Ls ylducd,vol. i, Introduction,
Ivanow’s Guide, p. 31, with the remark that ‘the p. 17.
author is unknown’, but elsewhere (p. 36) Ivanow 3 Ibid., p. 13.
says that the book is sometimes attributed to al- + Ivanow, Guide, p. 31.
Mansir (Billah) the third Fatimid Caliph (334-41).
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sin and its allegorical interpretation. The second is more homogeneous,
and its subject is the controversy been Man and Animals.! These two
discourses amount to almost a quarter of the whole risdla and seem to

have beendesignedto state, under a smoke-screen ofpeculiar phraseology,
play on words, intentional ambiguity and digressions, beliefs and ideas
which have already been expressed moreorless in the Ras@il. The claim
that al-Fami‘a reveals, by hints rather than explicit statement, the essence
of wisdom and obscure knowledge? does not appearto be justified.

Further, a tract which purports to be a summary of somefifty other

tracts would be expected to befree from repetitions and extravagance in
the use of words. Al-Fami‘a is guilty of both offences. No wonder that
future generations found it necessary or convenient to make ‘a summary
of the summary’. Indeed, if one were to re-edit its present two volumes
with a view to cutting out the redundant themes andto eliminate un-

necessary rhyming wordsor phrases, the result should not be more than
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into this matter. For half the present length of the Risdla, without violence to the sense.

b. Abdullah,‘ andthis

b “3: .
tvruiy cenegenntem be : In concluding this critique there is no need to make detailed suggestions

ssence of the tracts. : for fresh studies or re-examinations ofold conclusions. The foregoing pages
ry on these, a resid: are In fact interspersed with such suggestions which need only to be re-
ept to the very select capitulated here. The most obvious, of course, is the question of the textof
the tracts, and othe, : the Rasa il, While there is now a reasonably good edition of ar-Risdla

ts tends to arouse « - al-Jami a, and there appears to be no urgent need for a new critical
psychological propa- edition of all theRasa il, yet it is still desirable to collate as many of the
his propaganda was existing manuscript copies as possible in order to establish the accuracy
timulate his interest of the text with regard, among other things, to certain technical terms.‘

. The manuscript copies are numerous, both in the East and the West, inerents to their cause

erness of initiates to .

e to al-Fami‘a. This
arly seen throughout
Examined in detail
Rasail which comes
maries of every one
discourses. The first
ontinuity and inter-
it deals with Adam’s

public andprivate libraries, and the greater numberofthem is catalogued
and available for detailed examination.
But the most important aspect of the subject which deserves serious and

close study is the nature, date, and purpose of the relationship with

Ismé‘ilism. The main task should be to prove, not to assume, the existence
of the relationship. Closely connected with this is the question of the
authorship of the Rasd’il, and the two together are not an unworthy theme

for a doctorate thesis.
Another aspect of the subject which deserves serious treatment is the

determination by detailed analysis and comparison of the various sources

™ Vol. i, pp. 3 (111)=1723 341-480. J OV Cue ol plyly Sek a
2 Tbid., pp. 356, 411; cf 428, 436. = al. Ce ° 7
3 eg. repetition: vol. i, pp. 8 (cf. 173), 14 (cf. 24); arn examples: vala 203; 1. 203 vol. iv, p. 69

: 21, Pp. iy be BOS o AV) fe >

L, , le:d, vol. i, Introduction,
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44. [khwan as-Safé and their Rasa’il
of the Ikhwan’s material, Muslim and foreign. How far are the RasaiI
based on orthodox Islam? To what extent do they canalize the different
streams of Muslim thought? In what’ way can they be considered a
successful integration of Islam and Greek philosophy? Whoarethe Greekthinkers on whom the authors drew, and whatin particular are the Greek
works which influenced. the Ikhwan? How deep and accurate was theirunderstanding of Greek philosophy? What are the borrowings from
Indian, Iranian, Christian, and Jewish sources? Together with thesequestions must be considered the Ikhwan’s legitimatecriticisms ofwhat theyconsidered inaccurate translation of philosophical material into Arabic.Except in certain instances where the obscurity seems to be intentional,the language of the Rasd’il is remarkably easy and flexible for treatinphilosophical and metaphysical themes, in comparison with the languageof contemporary professional philosophers and theologians. As a by-product of such an investigation, rich glossaries of technical terms inphilosophy and science may be compiled which will be an invaluable aidto those at present engaged in translation from modern foreign languages
into Arabic.
A third topicstill awaiting detailed studyis the influenceofthe Rasa’il onMuslim thought, both Sunni and Shi‘i on the one hand, and on medievalEuropean and Jewish literature on the other. In his monographscitedabove?the present writer made a preliminary examinationofthis questionandindicated thepositive as well as the negative influenceofthe Ras@il onAbt Hayyan at-Tauhidi, Yahya b. ‘Adiy, the cosmopolitan Baghdadicircle of Aba Sulaiman as-Sijistani, Abi al-‘Ala’ al-Ma‘arri, al-Ghaziili,the Isma‘ili sect, and certain Jewish cabbalists. Of these Hamdani3singled out Ism@‘ilism and showed the place of the Rasa’il in its laterliterature. ‘Aw4 rendered a valuable service by including in his work¢ a

judicious summary oftheresults of his own and previous studies. It will,however, be readily perceived thatall these attempts are not exhaustive
and should really serve as incentives for further research.
Three provocative illustrations will not fail to excite the curiosity of

interested students. Firstly, the eccentric but acute thinker, Ibn Sab‘in (d.
669/1270), states’ very bluntly that al-Ghazali’s material is ‘mostly
Rasa’il Ikhwan as-Safa, weak in philosopylike its source’. Is this state-
ment, in its two parts, not worthy ofthe closest study? Secondly, Fligel

* Rasd’il, vol. i, pp. 48, 204; vol. li, p. 16, Uhistoire de la mystique en pays d'Islam (Paris, 1929);* Jama‘atu Ikhwan as-Safa (Beirut, 1930-1), pp.60-39 P. 130: AATATT Gg yglis TT be Qh7 Oe
. ete . . oye * . . &3 Der Islam, xx (1932), pp. 281-300, especially the Were dita] B Au liad] Ol ge| bly 3appendix with Arabic texts, pp. 297-300. abel Ms. CE p. 186, where Massignon gives in* LEsprit critique des Freres de la Pureté (Beirut, a rich paragraph instances of the influence of the1948), pp. 309 f.: . sop Rasa@’il on Ghazali’s Ihya, Ibn ‘Arabi's Futihat, and5 Massignon, Recueil de Textes inédits concernant others ‘Das ,
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Ikhwan as-Safa and their Rasa’il 45

mentioned in the introductory paragraphsofhis paper’ that the Rasail,
particularly the Risdla on the dispute between Man and Animals, were
very popular with the Hebrew scholars in Spain such as Joseph Ben
Zaddick (fifteenth century). Modern Jewish scholarship has established
that Arabic-speaking Jews who were at the same time cabbalists such as
Bahya Ben Paquda (eleventh century) were strongly influenced by the
Rasail in so far as the doctrine of emanation and the significance of num-
bers were concerned.? Does this subject not deserve the attention of an
Arabic-Hebrew scholar? Thirdly, although we know that at least one of
the Rasd’il was translated into Latin,their influence on medieval Christen-
dom has not yet been investigated in the masterly manner in which Asin
y Palacios proved Dante’s indebtedness to Muslim thought.3 The same
scholar has himself, however, composed a mostinteresting contribution,+
concerned mainly with exposing the plagiarism of a Franciscan monk of
the fourteenth century, whoafter turning Muslim in Tunis and assuming
the name of “Abdullah at-Turjuman published a book in Arabic entitled
Tuhfatw’l-Arib f’'r-Raddi ‘ala Ahli’s-Salib which Palacios proved was a re-
production ofthe famous Risdlatw’l-Insén wal-Hayawan (the dispute between
Man and Animals).

Finally, a fourth topic that deserves close study is the place of the
Ras@il in Muslim educational thought and practice. The present writer
has pointed out elsewhere’ that Muslim education was, up to the fifth/
eleventh century, largely a voluntary, personal pursuit, over which the
State exercised little or no control and on which practically no public
money was spent. It seems, however, that as a result of the Shi'i bid for
the leadership of Islam, a rivalry with the Sunnain thefield of education
becameinevitable. This rivalry is symbolized in the emergenceofinsti-
tutions such as Dar al-‘Ilm in the Shi‘i camp and the Madrasah in the
Sunni camp as educational establishments created by the State, and
hence subject in staffing and curriculum to State control. Both the Dar
and the Madrasah were intended for intermediate or higher education,
and the promoters of both assumed the existence of private means of
acquiring the preliminary facility in reading, writing, and reckoning.® It
is thus no accident that Rasa’il Ikhwan as-Safa, composed as they were
during the Shi‘i-Sunnirivalry, are distinctly addressed to the youth with
the same assumption. Their content and method of approach, together

‘ igi de “La Disputa del Asno' Z2.D.M.G. 1859, p. 2. 4 ‘EL Original Arabe a P
2 Se, for example, Loewe’s article ‘Kabbala’ in contra Fr. Anselmo Turmeda”, which was pub-

Hasting’s Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics (1914), lished in Madrid in 1914 in the Spanish Philological
vol. vii, p. 624. . Review. . ;

3 ‘La escatalogia musulmana en “la divina ° Islamic Culture, xxviii, No. 3 (1954), pp. 435 etseq.
comedia”’’; see English abridged translation by 6 Al-Cabisi (d. 403) wrote of elementary educa-
Sunderland: Islam and the Divine Comedy (London, tion thus: 3 QL! ae apt Sey les ecg al

“ das
1926).
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46 Tkhwén as-Safa and their Rasa@’il

with the pure theory of education revealed incidentally here and there, %

provide rich material for a more detailed study of an importantaspect of 4
Muslim education in the fourth/tenth century. Such a studyis shortly to

be published by the present writer.
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